Kinetics of carbon sharing in a bacterial consortium revealed by combining stable isotope probing with fluorescence-activated cell sorting.
To determine the kinetics of substrate fluxes in a microbial community in order to elucidate the roles of the community members. The kinetics of substrate sharing in a bacterial consortium were measured by a new analytical approach combining immunostaining, stable isotope probing and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). The bacterial consortium, consisting of four strains and growing on 4-chlorosalicylate (4-CS), was pulse-dosed with the degradation intermediate [U-(13) C]-4-chlorocatechol (4-CC). Cells were stained with strain-specific antibodies sorted by FACS and the (13) C-incorporation into fatty acids of the two most abundant members of the community was determined by isotope ratio mass spectrometry. From the two most abundant strains, the primary degrader Pseudomonas reinekei MT1 incorporated the labelled substrate faster than strain Achromobacter spanius MT3 but the maximal incorporation in strain MT3 was almost three times higher than in MT1. It has been reported that strain MT1 produces 4-CC as an intermediate but has a lower LD50 for it than strain MT3; therefore, MT3 still degrades 4-CC when the concentrations of 4-CC are already too toxic, even lethal, for MT1. By degrading 4-CC, produced by MT1, MT3 protects the entire community against this toxin. The higher affinity but lower tolerance of strain MT1 for 4-chlorocatechol compared to strain MT3 explains the complementary function these two strains have in the consortium adding exceptional stability to the entire community. The novel approach can reveal carbon fluxes in microbial communities generating quantitative data for systems biology of the microbial community.